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SmartOutline is a comprehensive application designed to offer simple means to create and manage calendar events, checklists, drawings, link libraries
and tabbed notes. Store your links, make paintings and compose notes It's wrapped in a well-organized and accessible layout divided into a tree view and
the working area, which changes depending on the selected category. It's recommended to have.NET Framework installed on the drive to work properly.
You may have to launch it in compatibility mode on newer Windows, since the tool hasn't been updated for a long time. Compose, protect and export the
outline To enter a new outline, all you have to do is to select the desired category from the menu and give it a name. Among options, you can find
calendar meetings, assignments, checklists, tabbed nodes or web stickies. The first node (the starting page) can't be renamed. You can make distinct
directories to sort your information much easier. Secure your vital data and export the lists as HTML, DOC or PDF The app lets you protect a specific
record and its children by inputting a unique password, which is required when accessing it again. Plus, each tree element can be locked from
accidentally being deleted or edited. The project can be exported as a Microsoft Access, Word and Excel, HTML, Text, CVS and PDF file. Customize
text and create paintings If you want to schedule a calendar meeting or important event, an editing pad is brought up, where you can write your content
and personalize it with custom font types, colors and sizes. What's more, you have the option to insert bullet and numbering lists. Furthermore, the event
needs a subject name, category, starting and ending time. You can also choose a unique icon from the default gallery. It's possible to make a painting by
using lines, shapes or type in text, as well as to change the tints, and the border's width and style. The design can be saved as OUT, JPG or BMP image
format. License: Shareware e-Business Manager for Outlook Express 3.8Description: e-Business Manager for Outlook Express 3.8 is a reliable e-mail
application which is as simple to use as it is powerful. With e-Business Manager for Outlook Express 3.8, you can backup your email information,
restore, synchronize and transfer Outlook Express and Outlook emails to a PST file. With this program, you can change the format of e-mails,
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★ Manage your appointments, diaries and other events ★ Large database of more than 200 items ★ Powerful outline navigation based on trees. The size
of the data shown by the tree control is not limited by memory ★ Add, edit, delete, and lock items ★ Convert and print your data as an HTML, PDF,
DOC, CVS or TXT file ★ Set the borders, colors, font, bullet and numbering style and size. ★ Protect a file or tree branch with a password. ★ Support
for 'desktop' and 'taskbar' window position options ★ Over 20 integrated editors ★ Export to PDF, HTML, Word, Excel and CVS formats ★ Support for
all major graphic formats ★ Unlimited number of outlines. The size of the data shown by the tree control is not limited by memory ★ Navigate using full
screen, window, tabbed or tree control ★ Lock, protect and delete items. ★ Update software automatically without any need for restart. ★ Fully
customizable graphics; support for a variety of image formats. ★ Import and export data into Google and Microsoft data bases: Gmail, Google Calendar,
MS Outlook, MS Excel. ★ Support for all modern browsers: IE8+, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera and many more ★ Support for international charsets:
Unicode, UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-32 ★ Sort your data from the imported files ★ Color support for text, tables and graphics ★ Export images, files and
data for use in applications ★ Support for custom name values for items ★ Support for custom icons for items. ★ Compatibility mode for the old
Windows operating systems: Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8 ★ It's a universal help file (*.chm) Customization: ========================== ★
Support for local (English) and global (non-English) fonts ★ Support for custom images (PNG, JPG, GIF, BMP, ICON, EMF, WMF) ★ Support for
favicon ★ Support for rich text format ★ Support for built in Icons ★ Support for multiple Windows themes ★ Support for customizable option layout
★ Support for hiding the window border ★ Support for customizing the window title ★ Support for customizing program icon ★ Support for
customizing program status bar ★ Support for saving the window position ★ Support for saving the window size ★ Support for disabling 09e8f5149f
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SmartOutline is a comprehensive application designed to offer simple means to create and manage calendar events, checklists, drawings, link libraries
and tabbed notes. Store your links, make paintings and compose notes It's wrapped in a well-organized and accessible layout divided into a tree view and
the working area, which changes depending on the selected category. It's recommended to have.NET Framework installed on the drive to work properly.
You may have to launch it in compatibility mode on newer Windows, since the tool hasn't been updated for a long time. Compose, protect and export the
outline To enter a new outline, all you have to do is to select the desired category from the menu and give it a name. Among options, you can find
calendar meetings, assignments, checklists, tabbed nodes or web stickies. The first node (the starting page) can't be renamed. You can make distinct
directories to sort your information much easier. Secure your vital data and export the lists as HTML, DOC or PDF The app lets you protect a specific
record and its children by inputting a unique password, which is required when accessing it again. Plus, each tree element can be locked from
accidentally being deleted or edited. The project can be exported as a Microsoft Access, Word and Excel, HTML, Text, CVS and PDF file. Customize
text and create paintings If you want to schedule a calendar meeting or important event, an editing pad is brought up, where you can write your content
and personalize it with custom font types, colors and sizes. What's more, you have the option to insert bullet and numbering lists. Furthermore, the event
needs a subject name, category, starting and ending time. You can also choose a unique icon from the default gallery. It's possible to make a painting by
using lines, shapes or type in text, as well as to change the tints, and the border's width and style. The design can be saved as OUT, JPG or BMP image
format. Key Features: ? Word processing ? Text formatting ? HTML ? Multi-threading & multi-platform. ? Outlook Express extensions. ? Import HTML
and DOC, CSV and Outlook Express format. ? Export HTML. ? Text export (.txt) and HTML (.html) ? Export TO PPT/XLS. ? Compress/Zip and
Decompress (*.zip) ? Image export (*.jpeg/j
What's New in the SmartOutline?

SmartOutline is a comprehensive application designed to offer simple means to create and manage calendar events, checklists, drawings, link libraries
and tabbed notes. Store your links, make paintings and compose notes It's wrapped in a well-organized and accessible layout divided into a tree view and
the working area, which changes depending on the selected category. It's recommended to have.NET Framework installed on the drive to work properly.
You may have to launch it in compatibility mode on newer Windows, since the tool hasn't been updated for a long time. Compose, protect and export the
outline To enter a new outline, all you have to do is to select the desired category from the menu and give it a name. Among options, you can find
calendar meetings, assignments, checklists, tabbed nodes or web stickies. The first node (the starting page) can't be renamed. You can make distinct
directories to sort your information much easier. Secure your vital data and export the lists as HTML, DOC or PDF The app lets you protect a specific
record and its children by inputting a unique password, which is required when accessing it again. Plus, each tree element can be locked from
accidentally being deleted or edited. The project can be exported as a Microsoft Access, Word and Excel, HTML, Text, CVS and PDF file. Customize
text and create paintings If you want to schedule a calendar meeting or important event, an editing pad is brought up, where you can write your content
and personalize it with custom font types, colors and sizes. What's more, you have the option to insert bullet and numbering lists. Furthermore, the event
needs a subject name, category, starting and ending time. You can also choose a unique icon from the default gallery. It's possible to make a painting by
using lines, shapes or type in text, as well as to change the tints, and the border's width and style. The design can be saved as OUT, JPG or BMP image
format. Feature-rich personal life manager Taking everything into account, Smart Outline is a reliable program which comes in handy when you want to
plan calendar events, create HTML and password forms, make drawings, set up link libraries and enter tabbed notes. All the information can be protected
from prying eyes with a password. What's New in Version 5.0.0.14: - New event editor - it's now possible to compose and edit calendar events with
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Processor: Dual-core 2.2 GHz or faster processor Memory: 1 GB RAM (minimum) Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible video
card with 512MB of VRAM Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 300 MB of available hard drive space Additional Notes: The system
will install updates as they become available, which will improve the game and add content as we move forward. How to Install: 1.
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